Low carbon transition risk
Climate-Proofing Retirement Funds
workshops
31 July (Johannesburg) and 1 August (Cape Town)
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Transition risk has evolved from theoretical curiosity to
pressing issue
• To meet countries’ UNFCCC commitments to contain climate change, the
transition to lower-carbon economies must start now
–

New economic structures, modes of production and business models required, and
comparative and competitive advantages will shift

–

Move away from high-carbon production and assets will bring reduced returns, nonperforming loans and stranded assets

• Inadequate information about [climate] risks can lead to a mispricing of assets
and misallocation of capital… (Mark Carney, 2015)

• Shareholders and asset owners have rightly taken notice - changes will
impact performance of investments and loan books
TFCD (2017)
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Policy response still ramping up

• Growing realization that current efforts

are not enough to stop catastrophic climate
change

• And public opinion is hardening as
climate impacts become clearer

“Climate Emergency”, “Climate Strikes”, “
“Extinction Rebellion” etc.…
– PEW Global Attitudes Survey – Climate
change is a major threat to our country 56%
(2013) → 67% (2018)
–

• All of this makes a rapid policyinduced transition more…not
less…likely!

Climate Action Tracker (December 2018/ June 2019 Updates)

Despite slow policy response…regional, national and subnational carbon
pricing initiatives have increased dramatically over the last decade

2009
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2019

https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/

Climate change externality is no longer ‘free’

Carbon price (explicit or implicit)

Carbon becomes a ‘factor of production’’

Cost of carbon reflected in relative cost
structures

Competitiveness changes (directly or
through trade measures)

Cashflows
reduced by
carbon/
mitigation costs

Products/services
need to still be
competitive after
paying for
emissions

Market captured
by lower carbon
competitors or
disappears
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Risks are real, but they are manageable
• Task Force on Climaterelated Financial
Disclosures (TCFD)
provided standardised
language to discuss
transition risk

• TCFD recommends the
use of scenarios to
understand transition risk

• Methodologies appearing
to quantify this risk

• UN PRI requires TFCD
recommendations be
implemented from 2020
TCFD (2017)
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These changes will negatively affect the value of carbonintensive investments
• Transition risk impact is complicated
–

Depends on the policy scenario chosen → Less climate change means more stringent
policies

–

Impact differs between sectors and time frames

–

Companies within sectors impacted differently

–

Different asset classes and markets are impacted differently

–

Uncertainty about emissions trajectories

–

All asset classes and markets affected

• At this stage there is a lot of uncertainty, but methodologies are starting to develop
to quantify this risk
• Real value in engaging with the process to understand risks and vulnerabilities
rather than calculating accurate values

• Evidence is clear → transitions risk will have a significant impact on
investment returns
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Examples
• Impact on
approximately 30,000
largest publicly listed
companies globally
over the next 15
years

Carbon Delta/Vivid Economics/UNEP FI (2019
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Examples (2)
• Nordea Asset Management - Nordic (Finland) manager which manages €205 billion
• Part of UNEP FI TCFD Investment Pilot
–

Transition costs increase when policy is delayed

–

Sectors impacted differently

–

Companies within sectors impacted differently

Nordea/Carbon Delta/Vivid Economics/UNEP FI (2019)
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Examples (3)

Mercer 2019

Examples (4)
Sector-level return impacts to 2050 (utilities)
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Sector-level return impacts to 2050 (excluding utilities)

Mercer 2019

Impact on US public defined benefit pension funds
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Average annual impact over 10 years (2oC
scenario)
2oC

3oC

4oC LD

4oC HD

Mercer (2016)

Transition risk in Dutch financial system (DNB (2018))
Impact on equity prices in selected industries

Transition risk as a percentage of total assets by type of
risk

Impact on bond prices due to change in risk free rate
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South Africa is disproportionately exposed
• Electricity and liquid fuel supplies very
carbon intensive by international standards

• Energy prices are low and energy-intensity
high…although this is changing

• Located far from main trading partners which
increases carbon footprint of already carbonintensive goods

• Climate Policy Initiative (2019)

conservatively estimates NPV of SA’s transition
risk to 2035 at more than USD120bn…and is
looking only at the most exposed sectors (coal,
oil, metals and minerals))
Climate Policy Initiative (2019)
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Significant transition risk in SA investment portfolios
IDC

PIC

• This analysis only looks at the most
vulnerable sectors, not at transition risk in
less obvious sectors (e.g. most carbon
intensive cement manufacturers)

Climate Policy Initiative (2019)
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We’re seeing transition risk in action
• South Africa’s Peak, Plateau and Decline (PPD) trajectory
–

Pledge first made in 2009

–

Emissions Trajectory defined in 2011

–

Officially included in South Africa’s Nationally Determined Contribution to the UNFCCC in 2015

• Only in 2018 and 2019 did most large South African banks start realising that coal
IPPs are not consistent with meeting PPD

• Little wonder that shareholders are taking matters into their own hands. Standard Bank
AGM (30 May 2019) Resolution 10:
–

(a) report to shareholders by the end of November 2019, at reasonable cost and omitting proprietary
information, its assessment of the greenhouse gas emissions resulting from its financing portfolio and its
exposure to climate change risk in its lending, investing and financing activities including: (i) the amount
and percentage of carbon-related assets relative to total assets, and (ii) a description of any significant
concentrations of credit exposure to carbon-related assets; and

–

(b) adopt and publicly disclose a policy on lending to coal-fired power projects and coal mining
operations.

Identify appropriate scenario(s)

Quantitative analysis to support
decision-making and strategy, and
potentially improve disclosure

Financial impact on portfolios
•
•
•
•

Value of client’s transition risk = changes in
expected value of investments + Change in
expected loss in loan portfolio
Value of possible opportunities identified
during scenario analysis can also be considered

Identifying and disclosing
transition risk is not easy …
but it is doable and it is
necessary!
A lot of analytical work has been
done in South Africa that can be
used for this purpose

Scenario impact on sectors

WAM
PATHWAY 1
PATHWAY 2
Mining and Quarrying
Manufacturing
Agriculture and Forestry

Revenues
Expenditures
Assets & Liabilities
Capital & financing
Company A
value

Company B
value

Company D
likelihood of
default

Qualitative disclosure
Findings: Significant transition risk was
identified in our loan/investment portfolio in the
following sectors: Company A, B and D sectors.
The transition risk related to the following
factors/characteristics: summary of preceding
step analysis.
Actions: We plan to use this information in the
following way…

PATHWAY 3
Services

Other industries

Vulnerability vs risk
Costs

Direct cost
Trade intensity
Electricity and other energy
costs

Market
structure/ power

Client’s Portfolio

Value (R Bn)

Total value of portfolio

R100 bn

Equity - Company A

R10 bn

Equity - Company B

R10 bn

Equity - Company C

R 5 bn

Debt - Company D

R 5 bn

Transition risk vulnerability

30%

Contractual
arrangements

Consumer
preferences
and impact on
prices/demand
Carbon tariffs
and other trade
measures
Regulatory interventions

Revenues

Carbon pricing
instrument design

Carbon
cost

Companies in vulnerable sectors
Ability to
pass on
costs

Market
Evolution

Impact of
mitigation
policy on
individual
firms
Firm
Response

Transition risks

Upstream and
logistics costs

Value
chain
carbon
costs

Market
structure/ power

Contractual
arrangements

Avoiding lock-in and
dealing with existing
lock-in

Company A & B & D
Company B
Company B & D

Mitigation options available and
cost/capital requirements
Strategic response (product mix etc.)
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